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Let q5 be a continuous function on (- co, 0) u (0, co) satisfying the identity 
55(2x) = 4(x) and let Tb be the Toeplitz operator on the upper half plane with 
symbol I$. The function 4 is determined by the two closed curves +- = 
$ I [-2, -11 and 4, = 4 I [l, 21. For X not in the range of 4, let w(+- , h) and 
w($+ , X) denote respectively the winding numbers of 4- and o+ about h and 
define A(d- , A) = (l/log 2) JI: Arg(d(x) - X)(1/] x I) dx and A(d+ , X) = 
(l/log 2) fi Arg(+(x) - X)(1 /I x I), where a continuous determination of 
Arg(+ - A) is used. In this paper, the following theorem is proved and illustrated. 
THEOREM. The spectrum of the Toeplitz operator T4 consists of those points A 
that satisfy one of the following three conditions: (1) the point h is in the range of 4; 
(2) the point A is not in the range of q4 and w(& , A) + w(++ , A) # 0; (3) the point 
A is not in the range of 4 and A(++ , A) - A($- , A) = n(mod 27~). 
Let 4 be a continuous function on (-co, 0) u (0, a) satisfying the identity 
#(2x) = C(x) and let T+ be the Toeplitz operator on the upper half plane with 
symbol 9%. The function + is determined by the two closed curves +- = 
4 ) r-2, -11 and 4, = $ ) [l, 21. For h not in the range of 4, let w($- , h) 
and w(#+ , h) denote respectively the winding numbers of $- and $+ about X 
and define 
1 
4L 4 = log s -’ hdvW - A) -&- 
dx and -2
1 2 4+, 4 = s h-&W - log2 4 &- dx 1 
where a continuous determination of Arg($ - h) is used. The numbers A($- , h) 
and A(++ , A) are the average arguments of the functions $- - h and ++ - X 
with respect to the measure I/[ x 1 dx. The purpose of this paper is to establish 
and illustrate the following theorem. 
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THEOREM. The spectrum of the Toeplitz operator Tm consists of those points X 
that satisfy one of the following three conditions: (1) the point h is in the range of 4; 
(2) the point X is not in the range of 4 and w($- , A) + w($+ , A) # 0; (3) the 
point h is not in the vange of 4 and A(++ , A) - A(+- , A) = n (mod 2~r). 
This theorem is proved in Section 1, several examples are computed in Section 
2, and some general observations are made in Section 3. 
1. Proof. The theorem is a consequence of the following eight facts. 
LEMMA 1 [7]. The spectrum of the Toeplitz operator T* contains the essential 
range of fjb. 
LEMMA 2 [3]. The Toeplitx operator T4 is invertible ;f and only if 4 is 
essentially bounded away from zero and the Toeplitz operator T,,I,I is invertible. 
Let L” be the space of dx-essentially bounded Bore1 measurable functions 
on the real line, let H” be the subspace of Lm consisting of boundary functions 
of bounded analytic functions on the upper half plane, and let d($, Ha) denote 
the distance in L” from the function 4 to the subspace H”. 
LEMMA 3 [9, 131. For u unimodular, the Toeplitz operator T, is left invertible 
if and only if d(u, H”) < 1. 
Let L,” be the set of functions 4 in Lm such that +(2x) = $(x) dx-almost- 
everywhere and let H,” = L,” A H”. The space H,” is easily seen to be the 
set of boundary functions of bounded analytic functions + in the upper half 
plane satisfying the equation 4(22) = $(a). The letter a refers to the fact that 
functions in L,” and H,” are automorphic with respect to the transformation 
z -+ 22. 
LEMMA 4. If $ is in L,“, then d($, Hm) = d(& Hz). 
Proof. Fix f in H”. Let T be the transformation x -+ 2~ from the real line 
into itself and set 
where f 0 Tn is the composition off and Tn. Let /I h )I denote the norm of a 
function h in Lm. Assertions (2), (3), and (4) follow immediately from (1) and 
the equation 4 0 T = q5. 
llf II 3 llfn II. (2) 
II+--fll 2 Ild-hII* (3) 
llfn 0 T -fn II G 2 Ilf Il. (4) 
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By (2) and weak star compactness, there is a functiong in Hm and a subsequence 
(fn,} of the sequence {f,,} such that 
fn, + g weak star. (5) 
Since a closed ball in L” is weak star closed, assertions (3) and (5) imply that 
II4 -fll 3 Ii4 -g/I. (6) 
It is easily verified that the map h -+ h 0 T from H” into itself is weak star 
continuous. This fact and (5) imply that 
fn, 0 T --f g 0 T weak star. (7) 
Assertions (4) and (7) imply that 
f,+ ---f g 0 T weak star. (8) 
It follows from (5) and (8) that g 0 T = g, that is, g is in H,“. This fact and (6) 
imply that 114 - fji 3 d($, Hz). Since f ‘is arbitrary, it follows that d($, Hm) > 
d($, H:). The reverse inequality is trivial and the lemma is proved. 
Let Log be the branch of the logarithm with branch cut {zj~ : y < 0) and 
satisfying -7r/2 < Im Log z < 3~12 and define 
+) = pi = eiaLogz 
for z not in {iy : y < 0} and CC = 2rr/log 2. Set Y = exp(-2m2/log 2) and let D 
be the annulus Y < 1 z j < 1. The function 7 maps the upper half plane onto D, 
the positive real axis onto 1 x / = 1, and the negative real axis onto 1 z 1 = Y. 
Let aD denote the boundary of D, let C(aD) be the space of continuous complex 
functions on aD, and let A(D) be the set of functions in C(aD) with continuous 
extensions to D v aD which are analytic on D. Let m be linear Legesgue 
measure on aD, let L”, be the space of m-essentially bounded Bore1 measurable 
functions on aD, and let H”, be the subspace of L”, consisting of boundary 
functions of bounded analytic functions on D. 
Lemma 5 below is an elementary consequence of the mapping properties of 7. 
Lemma 6 is due to Sarason for the unit disk [IO] an d is established for the domain 
D in [l, proof of Theorem 1.221. 
LEMMA 5. The function y5 is in L,” if and only if 4 = # 0 T with II, in L”, . 
The function 45 is in H,” if and only if # is in Hg and it is continuous on (- co, 0) V 
(0, 00) if and only if 1,4 is in C(i3D). 
LEMMA 6. If 4 is in C(aD), then d($, Hg) = d(#, A(D)). 
For # in C(aD), let $J- be the restriction of # to I z j = Y and let I+$+ be the 
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restriction of IJ to 1 z 1 = 1, If 0 is not in the range of 4, let Ind(#) = w(#+ , 0) - 
w(#- , 0). In the following two lemmas and elsewhere in this paper, equations 
involving arguments or average arguments are understood to be equalities 
modulo integral multiples of 2~. 
LEMMA 7 [6]. Let u in C(8D) b e t&modular. Then d(o, A(D)) = 1 ;f and 
only if ind(v) < 0 or ind(v) = 0 and 
1 
- 1”” Arg(v(eif)) dt - -& J^Iff Arg(v(reit)) dt = x. 
277 0 0 
LEMMA 8. If t,h is in C(aD), zjd = 4 o 7, and if h is not in the range of #, 
then zu(& , h) = -w(#- , A), w($+ , 4 = w(#+ , 4, w(d- , 4 + w($+, A) = 
Ind(4 - A), 
A($-, A) = &- j2r Arg(#(reit) - h) dt, and 
0 
A($+, A) = & s2” Arg(#(eit) - h) dt. 
0 
Proof. As x traverses the interval r-2, -11 positively (from left to right), 
T(X) = re ialox(-r) traverses the circle 1 z 1 = r negatively (in the clockwise 
direction), hence, w(& , X) = -w(&. 0 7, h) = -w(+- , A). As x traverses the 
interval [l, 21 positively, T(X) = e ialosz traverses the circle / z / == 1 positively, 
hence, ~(4, ,A) = WC++ 0 7) 4 = WC++, X). The assertion about Ind(# - X) 
is immediate from the expressions for w($- , A) and w(++ , h). The expression 
for A(+-, h) is obtained by computing the integral in the definition of A($-, h) 
with the change of variable T(X) = reit (X = -etiU) and the expression for 
A(++ , h) is obtained by computing the integral in the definition of A(++, h) 
with the change of variable r(x) = eit (X = et/“). 
Proof of the theorem. Let + be a continuous function on (-co, 0) u (0, co) 
and take h not in the range of 4. By Lemma 1, it is sufficient to show that h is 
in the spectrum of T* if and only if h satisfies condition (2) or condition (3). 
Set u = (4 - h)// $ - X /. By Lemma 2, the point /\ is in the spectrum of T4 
if and only if T, is not invertible. By Lemma 3, this is equivalent to saying that 
dist(u, Hw) = 1 or dist(u; Hm) = 1. By Lemma 5, there is a function w in 
C(aD) such that u = ZI 0 7. Hence, by Lemmas 4, 5, and 6, dist(zc, Hm) = 
dist(u, Hz) = dist(u, Hs) = dist(v, A(D)) and similarly dist(c, Ha) = 
dist(v; A(D)). Thus, the point h is in the spectrum of T6 if and only if 
dist(v, A(D)) = 1 or dist(v; A(D)) = 1. By L emma 7, this assertion is equiva- 
lent to saying that Ind(v) # 0 or 
I 
- I’” Arg(u(eit)) dt - & 1’” Arg(v(reit)) dt = w. 
277 0 0 
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By Lemma 5, there is a $I in A(D) such that 4 = 3 D 7 and, since 7 maps 
(-co, 0) u (0, 00) onto aD, it follows that v = (I/ - X)/l 1+4 - X I. Hence, 
Ind(v) = Ind($ - X) and Arg(v) = Arg($ - X). The theorem now follows 
from Lemma 8. 
2. EXAMPLES. In this section, nine specific examples are computed to 
illustrate the theorem. The following two propositions will be used in conjunction 
with Lemma 8 for computing A($- , X) and A($+ , h). Let p be a positive number, 
let d be the open disk 1 x 1 < p, and let A(d) be the set of continuous functions 
on A u aA which are analytic on A. 
PROPOSITION 1. 1j 4 is in A(A) and if h z’s not in #(A u aA>, then 
I 
- s;I” Arg($(pei”) - X) dt = Arg($(O) - h). 
2-r 0 
Proof. The assumptions imply that Arg(+ - h) is continuous on A u aA and 
harmonic on A, hence, the proposition follows from the mean value property 
for harmonic functions. 
PROPOSITION 2. Assume that a/~ is in A(A) and that # ) A is univalent. If 
X = t&w) with 0 < j w 1 < p, then 
1 
-z. I 
2rr Arg(#(peit) - h) dt = T + Arg(X - 4(O)) - Arg(w). 
If h = Z)(O), then l/277 jr Arg(#(peit) - h) dt = m. 
Proof. If w = / w ( eie with / w ( < p and 0 < 0 < n, then 
--.I 27 1 2n Arg(peit - w) dt 
0 
1 28 
= -- s Arg(peit - 
2n 
27 
w) dt + & s Arg(peit - w) dt 
0 28 
1 (277 - 24(71. + 0) = ~. 282 _ 
27-r 2rr 
A similar computation arrives at the same result for n < 0 < 2~r, hence, 
1 
s 
277 
-- 
277 0 
Arg(peit - w) dt = n 
for all / w 1 < p, If X = 4(w) with [ w 1 < p, then 4(x) - h = (z - w) T(Z) 
with 7 in A(A) and non-vanishing. Thus, the function Arg(q) is continuous 
on A u aA and harmonic on A and the proposition follows from the computation 
above and the mean value property of harmonic functions. 
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In the following examples, a continuous function #- on 1 z / = r and a 
continuous function #+ on 1 z 1 = 1 are given. These two functions determine 
a continuous function + on (-co , 0) u (0, co) satisfying the identity +(2x) = 
4(x) by setting 4(x) = 4-(‘(x)) for x < 0 and 4(x) = $+(7(x)) for x > 0. For 
h not in the range of 4, the numbers w(+- , h), w(++ , X), A(& , A), and A(++ , h) 
can be computed in terms of *- and #+ by Lemma 8. A sketch associated with 
each example appears at the end of the section. 
EXAMPLE A. Assume that I/J- = 0 and 4, = 1. The range of 4 is (0, l}, 
there are no points satisfying condition (2) of the theorem, and the set of points 
satisfying condition (3) is the open interval (0, 1). Hence, the spectrum of Td 
is the closed interval [0, I], a result which follows from the general fact that the 
spectrum of a Toeplitz operator with real symbol is the convex hull of the 
essential range of the symbol [4, 81. 
EXAMPLE B. Assume that $- is continuous on / .z / = Y and has a continuous 
extension to 1 z j < r which is analytic in / .z 1 < r. Assume that #+ is continuous 
on / .z I = 1 and has a continuous extension to 1 z j < 1 which is analytic on 
/ z 1 < 1. Finally, assume that the ranges of the extended functions do not 
intersect, that is, #-({I x 1 < r}) n $+({I x I < l}) = a. For /\ not in the union 
union of these two ranges, it follows from Lemma 8 and Proposition 1 that 
A(++, A) - A(& , A) = Arg($+(O) - X) - Arg(#-(0) - h). Hence, such a 
point h satisfies condition (3) if and only if h lies on the line segment [4-(O), #+(O)] 
which connects 4-(O) to 4+(O). By the argument principle, the set of points 
satisfying condition (2) is precisely I,-({[ z 1 < r}) U #+({I z j f l}). Hence, the 
spectrum of Td is tcI-({l x I < 4) U #+({I z I d 11) U [k(O), #+(O)l. 
EXAMPLE C. Define #- and #+ by the equations #-(z) = z/r and 4+(z) = 
z+1.ThenthespectrumofT,is{/z/<1or~z-l~<l}\{/z/<land 
1 z - 1 i < l}. In this example, the set of points satisfying condition (3) is the 
open interval (- 1, 0). 
EXAMPLE D. Define +- and #+ by the equations $-(z) = X/Y and $+(.s) = z. 
Then the spectrum of Tm is the unit circle / .z I = 1. There are no points satis- 
fying either conditions (2) or (3) of the theorem. 
EXAMPLE E. Define #- and #+ by the equations #-(z) = z/r and I/+(Z) = --z. 
Then the spectrum of T6 is the closed unit disk / z 1 < 1. There are no points 
satisfying condition (2) of the theorem and the set of points satisfying condition 
(3) is the open unit disk / x ! < 1. 
EXAMPLE F. Fix 0 < j 01 I < 1 and define I,- and #+ by the equations 
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Ijl-(z) = z/r and #+(a) = (a - .a)/(1 - 5~). For 1 A 1 < 1, computation shows 
that A = #+(#+(A)). Hence, by Lemma 8 and Proposition 2, 
A(++ , A> - A(+- , A) = T + Arg(h - 4 - Arg($+(A)) - n 
= Arg(h - a) - Arg((ol - A)/(1 - a)) = Arg(j;l - 1). 
Thus, the point h satisfies condition (3) if and only if h lies on the segment L of 
the line through 0 and 01 contained in the open unit disk. There are no points 
satisfying condition (2) and therefore the spectrum of T6 consists of the union 
of L and the unit circle 1 z 1 = 1. 
EXAMPLE G. Set 01 = l/2, j3 = i/2, #-(z) = (a - z)/r(l - ti), and 4+(z) = 
(fl - z)/( 1 - pa). Computation as in Example F gives 
A(+-, A) = T + Arg (X - +) - Arg((or - rh)/(l - TAG) 
= TT + Arg(rZX - I), 
It follows that h satisfies condition (3) of the theorem if and only if j h 1 < 1 
and (/?A - l)(rd - 1) > 0. For X = x + @J, these conditions are equivalent 
to the assertions x2 + y2 < 1 and ~(9 + y2) - ~YJJ - 2x = 0. Hence, the set 
of points satisfying condition (3) is the intersection of the open unit disk and 
the circle passing through the origin with center (1 /r) + i. There are no points 
satisfying condition (2) of the theorem and the range of + is the unit circle 
Iz/ = 1. 
EXAMPLE H. Let Q = ~‘2 + i 1/z, let p = (1 + i)/d?, let 4-(z) = a, 
and let 1,5+(z) = @r + (/3z)-l. Th e range of $- is the point a and the range 
of #+ is the closed interval C-2, 21. Th ere are no points satisfying condition (2) 
of the theorem. The set of points satisfying condition (3) can be shown to be 
the image under #+ of the curve K defined by the three conditions / w I < 1, 
Re(w2 + 2w - i) = 0, and Im(wa + 2w - i) > 0. The curve K is a segment 
of the hyperbola (X - 1)a - y2 = 1 lying in the third quadrant and the curve 
#+(K) connects the point II to the interval [-2, 21 at the point c = &! - 
4612 + $?‘/s N .7984. The point b = 13 dzj20 + i3 1/z/10 = (FI+(- l/4 - 
i3/4) is also on t,h+(K), and since a, b, and c are not colinear, the curve #+(K) 
is not a straight line. 
EXAMPLE I. Let 01 = l/2, &(a) = z/r, 6+(z) = (z - a)/(1 - 5s) #-(a) = 
--&(z)~, and #+(a) = O+(Z)~. Th e range of + is the unit circle and there are no 
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points satisfying condition (2) of the theorem. By Lemma 8 and Proposition 2, 
for Ihj < 1, 
A($-, h) = 7r + A(B- , X) + A(&, -X) = n + r + n = r and 
A($+ , A) = 40, 3 4 + 4, , -A) = T + Arg(&I - 1) + Arg(-a - 1) 
= ST + Arg(l - G2h2) = n + Arg( 1 - h2/4). 
Hence, the point h2 satisfies condition (3) of the theorem if and only if 1 - AZ/4 
is real. For X = x + ij~, this is equivalent to xy = 0. Hence, the set of points 
satisfying condition (3) is the union of the two open intervals (- 1, 1) and (--i, i). 
Example A Example B Example C 
0 
q 
@ 
0 
Example D Example E Example F 
Example G 
-2 c 2 
Example H 
CB 
Example I 
3. Observations. The theorem in this paper invites comparison with the 
results for Toeplitz operators that have symbols which are real [4, 81, continuous 
on the extended real line [3, 41, piecewise continuous [3, 121, locally sectorial 
[5], almost periodic [2], and semi-almost periodic [II]. One common theme 
in these investigations is to compute the spectrum of a Toeplitz operator in 
a way that exhibits it as a connected set, thus shedding light on the remarkable 
theorem of Widom which asserts that this must be the case [4, 141. 
To see the relationship between the theorem in this paper and the connected- 
ness theorem of Widom, let 4 be a continuous function on (- co, 0) u (0, co) 
satisfying +(2x) = (b(x), let K(4) be the set of points satisfying conditions (1) 
or (2) of the theorem, and let B(4) be the set of points satisfying condition (3). 
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The theorem asserts that the spectrum of T+ is K(4) u B(4). The set K(4) is 
computed from the geometry of the curves $- and ++ and this set has at most 
two connected components. The set B(4) ac s t as a bridge between these two 
components. This set depends not only on the geometry of the curves c,& and 
6, but also upon the parameterizations of these curves (see Examples B, D, E, F, 
and G). The following proposition contains additional information about the 
set B(+). 
PROPOSITION 3. There is a harmonic function h on the complement of the 
range of 4 such that B(4) is the level set h(z) = 0. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the functions A(+_, h) and A(++ , A) 
are harmonic in h. For this, fix h, not in the range of 4. There is then an E > 0 
and a partitian 1 = x,, < xi < ... < x, = 2 of [l, 21 such that for each k = 
1, 2,..., n, the set {Arg($(x) - h) : x~-~ < x < xk, 1 h - h, 1 < l } has length 
less that 2~. It follows that for I X - X, 1 < E, 
where L, is a single-valued branch of the logarithm. Applications of Fubinni’s 
Theorem and Morera’s Theorem show that A(++ , X) is harmonic in X. A 
similar argument proves that A(& , h) is harmonic in h and this proves the 
proposition. 
Let Sz be a component of the complement of the range of +. The proposition 
above implies that B($) n Q is either (1) empty, (2) equal to Q, (3) an analytic 
curve, or (4) a countable union of analytic curves. Examples A through H give 
various examples of cases (l), (2) and (3). Example I shows that B(4) n Q can 
be the union of more than one curve. If the range of 4 consists of two mutually 
exterior closed curves (as in Examples A, Z, and H) and if Q is the unbounded 
component of the complement of the range of 4, then B($) n Q is neither 
empty nor equal to Q. The author does not know whether B(+) n Q can consist 
of more than one curve in this case. 
Regarding the generality of the theorem, it is apparent that the number 2 in 
the equation +(2x) = 4(x) can be replaced by any non-zero real number and 
the same results hold. Furthermore, if A is a linear fractional transformation 
mapping the upper half plane onto itself with exactly two distinct fixed points 
on the extended real line (that is, if A is hyperbolic), if C$ is continuous on the 
extended real line except at the two fixed points for A, and if 4 satisfies the 
equation ~(A(x)) = 4(x) (that is, if C$ is A-automorphic), then a similar theorem 
describing the spectrum of T, can be proved. 
These observations suggest that a comparable theorem is available for a 
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Toeplitz operator with symbol automorphic with respect to the covering group 
for a multiply connected domain in the plane and continuous off the limit set 
of this group. There are presently two obstacles to such a theorem. First, it is 
not known whether Lemma 4 holds in this generality. Second, the characteriza- 
tion in Lemma 7 of badly approximable unimodular functions in C(8D) due 
to Gamelin, Garnett, Rubel, and Shields [6] is not available for more general 
domains. This problem and several illuminating examples are discussed in [6]. 
Finally, the techniques of this paper may be useful in studying the spectrum 
of a Toeplitz operator T6 with 4 continuous on (- co, 0) u (0, co) and satisfying 
the identity +(2x) = c&x) where 01 is a complex number of modules one. If 
a: = ei2-nzln with m and n integers, then +(2nx) = +(x) and the spectrum can 
be computed using the aforementioned generalization of the theorem in this 
paper. For arbitrary 01, the problem is open. 
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